
Extremely compact pump, only 2.2 Kg including the magnets!

100 l/s pumping speed for H2 and H2O

Capability to keep UHV pressure for weeks with no power

during transportation

Battery pack available for superior performance

UHV Pressure reading 

More than 100 reactivations possible

NEXTorr:

The ideal pump 

for your portable 

vacuum case
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Typical vacuum case

The picture shows a typical simple vacuum case layout,

consisting of a 6-ways cross, where a NEXTorr pump is

installed onto 1 single CF35 flange: 2 complementary

pumping technologies are combined for optimal space

rationalization.

The combination of a Non-Evaporable-Getter (NEG)

element with an Ion Pump element allows pumping of the

entire spectrum of gases: 

Hydrogen, which is the main residual gas at UHV levels, is

very efficiently pumped by the NEG, as well as all the other

chemically active gases; 

Argon and Methane, not pumped by the NEG alone, are well

pumped by the Ion element, which even provides pressure

reading.



A stable Quantum Efficiency (QE) value of a photocathode is the

indication that the system is performing as expected and no pollution

from gases is acting on the cathodes.

The QE maps shown in the picture here below report the spatial

distribution of the QE after more than 5 months of cathode storage in

the transport system, with long period of D-100 pumping only (no power

during transportation). No significant change in the distribution is visible

as well as no degradation of the QE that implies no pollution from the

residual gases present in the storage system.
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NEXTorr: The ideal pump for your portable vacuum case

UHV suitcase used to transport perovskites samples under

UHV to and from synthesis chambers as well as to various

vacuum spectroscopy systems.
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Another example from the field

QE maps at the 254nm: after the deposition (right) 

and 5 months later (left).

Effect of the NEG cartridge in keeping UHV pressure

unchanged for over 1 month in total absence of

power.
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